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A method is developed for calculating cross sections of various processes involving fast po
larized electrons, which can be described by two-component spinors. Some helicity proper
ties of the electrons are elucidated. The pair-production cross section in electron-positron 
collisions is found. 

IN the limit of very high velocities polarized elec
trons can be described by two- rather than four
component spinors, as is done with the neutrino, 
except that the electron can be polarized either 
parallel or antiparallel to the direction of motion, 
while the neutrino is always polarized antiparallel. 

The use of two-component spinors to describe 
the electrons greatly simplifies cross-section cal
culations for many processes involving high-energy 
polarized electrons. It is to such a description, to
gether with an elucidation of some helicity proper
ties of the electrons, that the present work is de
voted. 

1. Let cp and x be two-component spinors de
scribing fast electrons polarized parallel and anti
parallel to the direction of motion. They satisfy 
the Weyl equation 

;_a_ -o ;:_a_ -o 
1'- OX <p - ' "I' OX "/. - ' 

1'- P· 

(1) 

where the a Jl are four independent two-by-two 
matrices, namely the three Pauli matrices and the 
unit matrix multiplied by i: 

~1, =(a, i), o~ =(a, -i). 

These matrices satisfy the commutation relations 

(2) 

The aJl matrices form a complete set of two-by
two matrices. The completeness condition can be 
written 

(tensor notation is used here for the spinor in
dices). 

(3) 

The d Jl and a Jl matrices are related by equa
tions of the form 

(4) 

where aT is the transposed matrix, and E is a 
metric tensor related to the antisymmetric of the 
Pauli matrices, E = ia2• 

We shall call particles satisfying the first equa
tion in (1) R-particles (for right-handed helicity), 
and those satisfying the second equation, L-parti
cles (for left-handed helicity ). 

It is only in the high-energy limit that the equa
tions for helical particles can be of first order, 
and then the helicity and polarization become iden
tical. In the more general case which includes 
also relatively low velocities, the equations for 
helical particles can be only of second order1 and 
there is no simple relation between the helicity 
and polarization. 

2. We perform a plane-wave expansion2 on cp 
and x, writing 

<p (X) = )- ~ (aR (p) UR (p) eipx + b"k (p) VR ( -p) e-iPx), 
y v p 

'X (x) = ,;- ~ [aL(p) uL(p) eipx +bt (p) vL( _ p)e-iPx], 
t' v p 

where p = (p, iE), E = I pI, and aR(P) and bR(P) 
are the destruction operators for an R-electron 
and the creation operator for a R-positron with 

+ 
momentum p (and aL(P) and bL(p) are the cor-
responding L-particle operators). We assume the 
amplitudes u and v to be normalized according to 

UR(P) UR(P) = VR(- p)vR(-p) =- pj2e, 
- - + 

IlL (p) UL(p) = VL (- p)vL(-p) = pj2e, 

UR (p) UL(p) = VR (- p) V~ ( -p) = 0, (5) 

where u is the Hermitian conjugate spinor, and p 
= aJlpJ.l' p = trJlpW One then easily obtains the fol
lowing commutation relations for the cp and x 
fields: 

{<p (x), q; (x')} = - ia_ (x- x'), 

{'X (x), x (x')} = - ia+ (x- x'), {<p (x), x (x')} = 0. (6) 
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Here we have written 
- a + a 

CJ_ (x) = ~ iop. ax 11o (x), lj+ (x) = iop. ax- L1o (x), 
l' l' 

L1o (x) = (2~)3 ~ efPxsgn (p0 ) 6 (p2) d4p. 

The remaining commutators vanish. The last of 
equations (6) indicates the kinematic independence 
of the cp and x fields. 

The Green's functions for the fields are given by 
the relations 

(0 I Tq; (x) ~ (x') \ 0) = c;::__(x ~ x'), 

(0 I Tx (x) x (x') 1 0) = < (x ~ x'); 

c .+ a c 
CJ+ (x) = tOp. ax f1o(X), 

l' 

C i \ iPX 4 
L1o (x) = ~ (2n)•) p2- i6 d p. 

In momentum space these Green's functions may 
be written 

- + lj'= (p) = ~ ipj(p2 ~ itJ), 0: (p) = ipj(p2 ~ jtJ). 

We write the Heisenberg-representation equa
tions for the interacting electron-positron and 
electromagnetic fields in the form 

+ a + - a -
iop. (JX"q! + Op.Ap.q> = 0, iop. ax-x + op.Ap.x = 0, 

l' l' 

OAp. = ~ u: + j~). (7} 

where the current densities of the R and L parti
cles are defined as 

j: (x) = ~ + e liP (x), ~f'q> (x)], i~ (x) = t e IX (x), crf'x (x)]. 
(8) 

Conservation of jf} and j~ follows from Eqs. (7). 
Under a space reflection jJ} goes over into Jk, 
and vice versa [which is related to the sign differ
ence between the two equations of (8)]. The scat
tering matrix is of the usual form 

S = Texp (i ~ (Xf (x) + Xf(x)) d4x), (9) 

where :l~(x) and 2Tcx) are the interaction La
grangian densities for the R and L particles in 
the interaction representation, namely 

;t;f (x) = Av. (x) j~ (x), Xf (x) = A~' (x) j~ (x). 

3. Proceeding by perturbation theory, we may 
expand the S-matrix as a power series in the 
coupling constant e, and represent the individual 
terms of the series by Feynman diagrams. Then 
in the momentum representation we have the fol
lowing rules for constructing the mathematical 
expressions corresponding to these diagrams. 

To every incoming free electron line belonging 
to an R particle of momentum p there corresponds 

a two-component spinor amplitude uR ( p) or 
VR(- p) for an electron in the initial state or a 
positron in the final state, respectively. The am
plitudes liR(P) and vR(- p) correspond to out
going lines belonging to an electron in the final 
state and a positron in the initial state. For L 
particles the same free electron lines correspond 
to the amplitudes uL(p), vL(- p), llL(p), and 
vL(- p ). Free photon lines with momentum k, on 
the other hand, correspond as usual to the ampli
tudes ell/ l2w (where ell is a polarization unit 
vector satisfying e~ = 1 ) . 

2) To internal electron lines for R particles 
with 4-momentum p correspond propagators 
a~ ( p), while to internal L particles correspond 
propagators a~( p ). Internal photon lines corre
spond to the functions D~v(k) =- iollv/(k2 - io ). 

3) Vertex parts at which R-particle electron 
lines converge correspond to the matrix e&llo( p 
- p' + k ), while those for L particles correspond 
to eallo(p- p' +k). 

The rules for constructing the expressions for 
the matrix elements are the usual ones, the ex
pressions for the individual elements of the dia
grams being ordered in the direction opposite to 
that of the electron line. The expression obtained 
for a Feynman diagram according to these rules 
is then multiplied by (- 1 )n+lop( 2rr )4( n-k), where 
n, k, and l are the number of vertices, internal 
lines, and closed electrons loops, respectively, 
and Op is 1 or - 1 and arises because of the anti
symmetry of the electron states (cf. Akhiezer and 
Berestetskil. 2) 

4. As an example of a cross section calculation 
involving high-energy helical particles, consider 
electron-electron scattering in the center-of-mass 
(c.m.) system of the colliding particles. 

We note first that the vector nature of the elec
tromagnetic interaction preserves helicity along 
the electron lines. Let us use the rules given 
above to write the expression for the matrix ele
ment of the direct scattering process of electrons 
with different helicity: 

. (2n) 4 - + - -
MRL = ~ t ( )" llR (q1):5 .. ,JlR (Pl) llL (q2) Jp.llL (Ptl 

Pr- ql 

Now making use of (5) and calculating some simple 
traces, we obtain the following expression for the 
square of the absolute value of the matrix element: 

(10) 
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The expression for the corresponding exchange 
diagram is obtained from (10) by interchanging qi 
and q2• In view of (5), the cross-product term be
tween the direct and exchange diagrams vanishes 
in this case. 

From (5) we may arrive at the following general 
conclusion: the product of two matrix elements 
will vanish if they correspond to diagrams which 
differ in the helicity of at least one electron line. 
This follows from conservation of helicity along 
electron lines. 

Direct calculation will show that if the particles 
have the same helicity, the square of the matrix 
element is 

I 1
2 - (2:n:)8 'I 

MLL . - (PI- q1)4? (qlq2) (PIP2)- (10') 

Having obtained the product of matrix elements 
for the direct and exchange diagrams, we can ar
rive at the cross section in the usual way. 

The final result for the cross section is 

d - -- c:' d ( t f!l jl_ _ _!_ t4 jl_) d - 4ct2 d .. -4ll cRL - 482 o an1 2 1 co 2 , CLL - s" - o sm v. 

Similarly, one easily obtains the cross section 
for electron-positron scattering in the c.m. sys
tem: 

d _ C(2 d ( . 4 0 1 • -4 6 ) VRL - 482 0 Sin "2 1 Sin :f , 

d -ct• d 4 6 t4 0 VLL = 482 · 0 COS -2co 2 . 

We remark that electrons and positrons of differ
ent helicity do not undergo scattering by means of 
virtual annihilation. 

Equation (10') can be obtained from (10) by in
terchanging Pi and -qi, and in general we have 
the following rules. 

1) Consider an electron line no parts of which 
are described by a propagation function, and as
sume we have an expression for a quadratic com
bination of matrix elements of any process involv
ing such an electron line with given helicity and 
with initial and final momenta p and q. If we in
terchange p and - q, we obtain the corresponding 
expression for a similar process, but involving an 
electron line of opposite helicity. 

2) Consider an electron line containing sections 
described by a propagation function, and assume 
we have an expression for a quadratic combination 
of matrix elements of any process involving such 
an electron line with given helicity and with initial 
and final momenta p and q. If we interchange p 
and - q and change the sign of the momentum in 
the electron propagator, we obtain the correspond
ing expression for the time-reversed process, but 
involving an electron line of opposite helicity. 
Here by time-reversed process we mean the proc-

ess in which the order of events along the electron 
line is reversed. 

Both of these rules follow from CP invariance 
of the theory. 

The second rule simplifies the calculation of 
the Compton cross section. In the c.m. system, 
we obtain the following expression for the scatter
ing cross section of polarized photons by helical 
electrons: 

dcR= 1~:2 do[(cos2 ~ +cos-2 -})eie~ +2eie~-4(e1e2)2 
(k1e2)2 (k2e1)• ei (k1e2)2 + 2 (e1e2) (k1e2) (k2e1)] 

+ e' cos4 (6/2) + 2 e2 cos2 (0/2) ' 

where (} is the scattering angle, and ki, ei, k2, 

and e 2 are the photon momenta and polarization 
before and after collision. 

We note that reversal of all particle helicities 
leaves quadratic combinations of matrix elements 
invariant. This is because the d- and a matrices 
satisfy the same commutation relations, namely 
those of (2). 

5. Let us now consider inelastic electron-posi
tron scattering with the emission of a photon, in 
the c.m. system. The matrix elements correspond
ing to the Feynman diagrams for an R electron 
and an L positron are 

- i (2:n:)4 - + - - + -
MfL = ,r,, 2"2 uR(q1)cp.uR (p1) vL(- p2) cp.a1evL(- q2), 

r .ow rlctl 

RL - i (2:n:)4 - + - - + -
M2 = -.-.~r:r:- 22 uR(ql) Cp.UR (Pl) vL(- P•) e a2ap.VL (- q.), 

r .ow rlct2 

RL - i (2:n:)4 - +- + - -
Ma = ,r, """22 UR (ql)ea3crp. uR (p1) VL (- P2) ap.vL(- q2), 

r 2w r2ct3 
RL - i (2:n:)' - + - + - -

M, = -.r2w ,2ct2 uR(ql)ap.a,euR(Pl)vL(-p2)cp.vL(- q2). 
" 2 4 

where ri = Pi - qi, r 2 = p2 - q2, ai = - q2 - k, a 2 

= - P2 + k, a3 = qi + k, a4 = Pi - k, and Pi• P2• qi, 
and q2 are the electron and positron momenta be
fore and after collision, while k and e are the 
momentum and polarization of the emitted photon. 
We are not considering annihilation diagrams, 
since their contribution at high energies and small 
scattering and emission angles is negligible be
cause of the large denominators corresponding to 
virtual photon lines. 

Using relations (3) and (5) and calculating the 
traces, we obtain expressions for quadratic com
binations of the matrix elements in the form 

I MfL 12 = (2:n:)8 sfL = (2;n:)8 -.-1 - [2plp2q2e (2qlalale 
2w r~ctf 2w~ct~ e e1e2 

- aiq1e) - e2P1P2 (2qlalq2al- aiq1q2) I, 

I MRL 12 = (2:n:)" s:L = (2n)S -.-1-[2qlq2p2e (2pla2a2e 
2 2w ~ct~ 2wr!ct; e e1e2 
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+ q1rx1q2e- q2rx1q1e). 

The corresponding expressions for matrix ele
ments 3 and 4 are obtained from (11) by inter
changing q2 and - Pt and p2 and - q 1. The cross 
terms between the matric elements are calculated 
just as simply, and we obtain 

2Re (MfL Mfu) = (211)s sfaL 
2w r~r~ex~exi 

(211)8 1 [ 
= 2 2w,2,2ex2ex2 828182 P1P2rx1e (qlq2rxae- q1rx3q2e) 

1 2 1 2 

- P1P2q1e (qzrxlrxae- rx1rxaq2e) + { e2P1P2 (q1rx1q2rx3 

+ ql rxaq2rx1 - qt q2rx1 rxa)] , 

2Re (MRl L M4RL*) = (211)8 s~L (211)8 1 
2 2 2 2 2 • 2 2w,2 r2ex2ex2 8 •8182 (p2rx4p1e 
w '1'2ex1ex4 1 2 1 4 

+ P1Pz!X4e- P1rx4p2e) (q1q2rx1e + q1rx1q2e-q2rx1q1e). 

The expressions for sfiL and sfiL are obtained 

from s:nL and sfiL by interchanging p1 and - qt 

and p2 and - q2 (and changing the signs of all the 
a's). 

Rules 1 and 2 can be used to obtain expressions 
for the quadratic combinations of matrix elements 
when the colliding particles have the same helici
ties. We need remark only that the expressions for 

the St~ 12 are obtained from the S~~ 12 by inter

changing p1 and - q 1, while those for s~l;a4 are 
obtained from the S~t34 by interchanging P2 and 

- q2. The expressions for the 8~~4 , 14 ,23 are ob

tained from the 8~~3 , 13 ,24 by interchanging p 1 and 

- q 1 and changing the signs of all the a's. 

Summing over the polarizations of the emitted 
photon, we obtain an expression for the differential 
cross section for radiation in the RL and LL 
cases. In the RL case, which is the only one for 
which we will exhibit the expression, one obtains 

ex3 dw { daRL = 2112 do2do Ci (e- w)2 (2e (e-w) z 

+ w (2e-wy') y- 2w (e-w)y']-2 (A (1 ~i~:se~')• 
+ B sin• 8 C sin 6' sineS cos <p ) 

(1 -cos 6)2 - (1 -cos 6') (1 -cos 6) 
1 ( sin2 6' sin2 6 + 482 (8- w)2 z2 B (1 +cos 6')2 + B (1 +cos 6)2 

- D (1 ~~:: :~~ (~ c~ !sf})) + [2e (e- w) z (2e (e- w) z 

+ w (2e- wy') y- 2w (e- w)y')P 

x (Y ABD- 2Ccos 1 -cos S'cos 8 1} · (12) 
cp sin 6' sin 6 J ' 

A= (2e2 - 2ew + ro2 ) fe (e- ro), B = (2e2 - 2ero + ro2) / e2 , 

C=(2e-ro)2 /e(e-w), D=(2e-ro)2fe2 , 

y'=l-cos6', y=l-cos6, z=l-cos62 , 

\(r--r vr--r r:rrr rnr 
I'J -p~ ip, -pz P,. -pz 1!1 -pz 

2 J 

(}', e, (} 2 are the angles between k and q2, k and 
- p, and q2 and - p, while cp is the angle between 
the (- p., k) and (q2, k) planes. 

The maxima of dORL occur when e2 and (} are 
about equal to zero, and when e2 is about equal to 
0 and (} about equal to rr. At these angles dORL 
= daLL· Integrating (12) over small e2 and e, 
with a lower limit in e2 equal to [2m2 /E ( E:- w) ]112 

and that for (} of order of magnitude 
( mw/E ( E - w) )112 (where m is the electron 
mass), we obtain, with logarithmic accuracy, the 
formula first obtained by Garibyan. 3 

Integrating (12) in the region e2 ~ 0 and (} ~ rr 
with lower limits (2m2 /E 2) 112 and about 
[ mw /E ( E - w) ] 112, respectively, we arrive at 

dw ( w Jl 8(8-w) ex daRL=2r20rx- 1-- n---, r0 =-. w e mw m (13) 

The radiation described by (13) is due to the recoil 
electron. 

6. Finally, let us consider pair production in 
fast electron-positron collisions in the c.m.s. sys
tem. 

Let Pto p2, q 1, q2 be the electron and positron 
momenta before and after collision, and let q' and 
q" be the momenta of the created pair. The region 
of angles which makes the largest contribution to 
the cross sections is determined by the minima in 
the denominators of the matrix elements, and cor
responds to small angles of emission for both the 
created and scattered particles. The figure shows 
those diagrams which contribute most strongly to 
the cross section in the region of small angles 
about the direction of p 1. 

Because the phase volumes for q1 and q' are 
equal in our region of angles, the diagrams differ
ing by exchange of q1 and q' give the same contri
bution as do the direct diagrams pictured here, and 
thus we can take them into account merely by mul
tiplying the cross section we get by 2. 

The contribution from the cross terms between 
these diagrams and the exchange diagrams, as 
well as between diagrams 1, 2 and 3, 4 may be 
neglected as the maxima of their matrix elements 
do not overlap. One may also neglect pair produc
tion by virtual annihilation of the colliding parti
cles, because of the large denominators of the vir-
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tual photon lines. Finally, the diagrams in which 
the pair is created by the positron give no contri
bution to our region of angles. 

The matrix elements corresponding to diagrams 
1 and 2 for the collision of an If and an L particle 
and the creation of a pair of L particles are 

X(- q2) (;_ L(q') a ... v L(- q"), 

where r = q' + q", r2 = P2 - q2, O!t = q1 + q' + q'' • 
and 0!2 = Pt - q' - q". 

Using (3) and (5) we obtain the following expres
sions for the quadratic combinations of these 
matrix elements: 

2Re (M M•) = (211:) 8 1 
1 2 • 4 2 2 s2e e 8'8" r r 2~~~2 1 2 

X {(p2q1q"a2 + P2a2q1q"- P2q"q1a2) (p1q'q2a1 

+ P1q2q'a2- q2q'p1at) + (q1q2q"a2 +q1q"q2a2 

- q2q"q1a2) (Ptq'p2at + PtP2q'a1- P2q'pta1) 

- P2q2 [q"a2 (ptq'qtal + Ptq1q'a1- qlq'p1a1) 

+ qtq" (Ptq'ata2 + P1a2q'at- Pta1q'a2) 

- q1a2 (ptq'q"at + Ptq"q'at- qlq"p1at))}. 

(14) 

The corresponding expressions for production of a 
pair of R-particles are obtained from (14), ac
cording to rule 1, by interchanging q' and q". The 
quadratic combinations for equal helicities of the 
incoming particles are obtained from the above by 
interchanging p2 and - q2. 

Writing the expression for the differential cross 
section in the usual way, integrating over the vari
abies of the scattered positron ( corresponding to 
eliminating the o function of the momentum vari
abies ) and the angle variables of the created posi
tron, with a lower limit equal to ( 2mo/E2 )112, we 
obtain the cross section for small angles of scat
tering and production in the form 

_ 2 ~2 1 1 ~ d8'd8" 
da RL - 4r0 n• d'1jJ61dOte dO 82 (e'+ &")2 

1 

sin2'1jl 6~'-
X 6i+0'2-2616'cos'ljl (Oi+rJ2 6'2+2rJ616 1 cos'ljl)2 ' 

where 11 = ( E1 + E" )/Ei, and Ei = E - E:' - E". Inte
grating over 1/J, e1, and 8' with lower limits of 

order m/E, we find, for E - E:' - E" > E' + E" ( re
membering the exchange diagrams), that 

a2 dl!!d8" 8 8 (8' + e") 
da RL ~ 4r~ n (e' + e")2 In mIn m(8- 81-e") . (15) 

In our case of small angles, daRL = dCTLL· To 
find the total cross section let us integrate (15) 
over E' and E ". with the condition E - E' - E" 

> E' + E" and lower limits of order m. We obtain 

Let us now evaluate the contribution from dia
grams 3 and 4. The matrix elements in the RR 
case of the colliding particles and creation of an L 
pair are 

. (2n)4 - + - + 
Ms=-t 222UR (qt) ap.UR (Pt) VR (- P2) OvVR 

't'2~3 

- - + -
X (- q2)UL (q 1

) Op.IXsOvV L (- q"), 

. (2n)• - + - + 
M4 =- t222 UR (qt)Op.UR (Pt)VR (- P2) OvVR 

'1'2~4 

- - + -
X(- q2)UL (q 1

) OviX40p.VL (- q"), 

where r1 = P1 - q1, r2 = P2 - ~· 0!3 = - (Pi - qi 
- q' ),and a 4 = Pi - qi - q". Using (3) and (5) we 
arrive at 

I Msl2 = !;~)84 828 8
2 
8•8• q2q"p1q1 (2q11XsP21Xs -oc:qlp2), 

'i'2~3 1 2 

- P1P2q1a,) (q1q"q2as + q2q"q1aa- qlq2q"as)+ (q2q1ploc4 

+ P1q1q2a,- P1q2q'a,)(qtq"p2as + p2q"qtocs-qlp2q"ocs) 

+P2q2 !Ptlll4 (qtq"q 1as + q'q"qtocs-qtq'q"as) 

- p1q1 (q1q"a3oc4 + q1oc3q"oc4- q1oc4q"oc3) 

+q~oc, (qtq"plocs + Ptq"qtocs- Ptqtq"ocs)]}. 

If we now use rule 2 we can find the corresponding 
expressions for creation of an R pair. The ex
pressions for the RL case of colliding particles 
are obtained from the above by interchanging p2 
and -q2. 

Writing out the expression for the differential 
cross section and integrating over the variables of 
the scattered particles [one integration eliminates 
the o function of the momentum variables, and the 
second is taken over angles with lower limit equal 
to 2mo/E Ei )i/2], the expression we obtain for 
small angles of the created pair is 
d = 8 2 !!!.__ d 6' d6'6"d6" ~ e'28"2d8'de" 

' aRR 'on2 <p e (8'+8")2 
sin2 q> 

X (e'"6 12 + e"26"2+ 281e"6'6" cos q>)2 

In our region of angles dCTRR = dCTRL· Integrat-
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ing over and 8' and 8" with lower limits of order 
of magnitude m/E, we find for E' > E" (recalling 
the exchange diagrams), that 

a2 e1 de' de" e e'2 

daRR=8r~ 1te(e'+e")2 ln -;nln e'2 -e••· 

To find the total cross section we integrate (16) 
over E' and E" from m to E. We finally arrive 
at 

For 8' and 8" close to rr, the total cross sec
tion is of order of magnitude r~a 2rr - 1 ln ( E/ m), 
whereas when 8' = 0, and 8" is near 7T, it is of 
order of magnitude r8ao/rr. 

In conclusion I express my deep gratitude to 
Professor A. I. Akhiezer for his great help in the 
work, to Professor V. B. Berestetski'i and Profes
sor I. Ya. Pomeranchuk, as well as to P. I. Fomin 
for interest in the work. 
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